Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks cause havoc by exploiting threats to Internet services. In this paper, we propose E-LDAT, a lightweight extended-entropy metric-based system for both DDoS flooding attack detection and IP (Internet Protocol) traceback. It aims to identify DDoS attacks effectively by measuring the metric difference between legitimate traffic and attack traffic. IP traceback is performed using the metric values for an attack sample detected by the detection scheme. The method uses a generalized entropy metric with packet intensity computation on the sampled network traffic with respect to time. The E-LDAT system has been evaluated using several real-world DDoS datasets and outperforms competing methods when detecting four classes of DDoS flooding attacks, including constant rate, pulsing rate, increasing rate and subgroup attacks. The IP traceback model is also evaluated using NetFlow data in near real-time and performs well in large-scale attack networks with zombies.
INTRODUCTION
With an exponential increase in the number of attacks on the Internet's infrastructure, detecting anomalies in network traffic has become important in our quest to detect (intelligent) attacks so that enterprise networks remain secure. Detected denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks have become major security threats to providers of Internet services. These attacks normally consume a huge amount of server resources, making it impossible for legitimate users to avail themselves of necessary services. These attacks also consume network bandwidth by compromising network traffic. These attacks generate a large amount of traffic, within a short amount of time focused on a victim, with the help of compromised hosts, by attempting to use the resources of the victimized host.
Because DDoS attacks are distributed, these cooperative large-scale attacks can spread through both wired and wireless networks in parallel [1, 2] . Hence, both industry and academia study how to defend against DDoS attacks and protect the access of legitimate users to resources. The detection of DDoS attacks is not an easy task because of the use of spoofed source addresses and the concealment of attack sources. It is also difficult to distinguish attack traffic from normal traffic considering traffic rates alone. An information theory-based method to detect network behavior mimicking DDoS attack has been introduced in [3] .more difficult to detect and mitigate within a reasonable time interval. Based on the locality of deployment, DDoS defense schemes can be divided into three classes [15] : victim-end, source-end, and intermediate router defense mechanisms. In the victim-end defense mechanism, detection and response are generally performed in the routers of victim networks, that is, networks providing critical Internet services. These mechanisms can closely observe the victim network traffic, model its behavior, and detect anomalies. Detecting DDoS attacks in victim routers is relatively easy because of the high rate of resource consumption. It is also the most practically applicable type of defense mechanism that can classify attack traffic from legitimate traffic. The main problems with these mechanisms are the following: (i) During DDoS attacks, victim resources, for example, network bandwidth, often get overwhelmed and cannot stop the flow beyond victim routers; and (ii) it can detect the attack only after it reaches the victim. Detecting an attack when many legitimate clients have already been denied is still useful because it can protect at least some residual functionality which might prevent a fraction of potential future customers being denied. Detection is also important for identifying botnets and neutralizing them.
Detecting and stopping a DDoS attack at the source is the goal of source-end defense mechanism. These systems detect malicious packets early and reduce the possibility of flooding occurring at the victim-end. It is ideal to filter or rate limit malicious traffic near the source because it causes minimum damage to legitimate traffic to a host down the line. Moreover, source-end defense mechanisms usually have to handle a small amount of traffic and consume a low amount of resources (i.e., processing power and buffer). The main difficulties of such mechanisms are as follows: (i) They cannot observe suspicious traffic at the victim-end because they have no interaction with the victim node; (ii) Sources are widely distributed, and a single source behaves almost similarly as in normal traffic; and (iii) It is also difficult to identify a deployment point at the source-end.
The intermediate network defense scheme performs a balancing act between detection accuracy and attack bandwidth consumption, the main issues in source-end, and victim-end detection mechanisms. It can be potentially deployed in any network router connected to an Internet service provider. Such a scheme is generally collaborative in nature, and the routers share their observations with other routers. Detection of attack sources is easy in this approach because of this collaborative operation. Routers can form an overlay mesh to share their observations [16] . The main difficulty with intermediate mechanisms are the following: (i) Determining where they should be deployed; (ii) The unavailability of this mechanism in only a few routers may cause failure to the overall detection; and (iii) Full practical implementation of this mechanism is extremely difficult because it would require reconfiguring all routers on the Internet. Usually, the operator of an Internet service has full control over only its own servers that may be victimized. These, victim-end mechanisms are most practical. To address the deficiencies in such victim-end defense mechanisms, we concentrate on how potential victims can detect and perform IP traceback when DDoS attacks are launched against them and do so in a short time with low-false positive rates.
Network or host-based attack detection methods are of two types: signature based and anomaly based. A signature-based method builds profiles using characteristics of historical attack and normal traffic, and then matches the incoming traffic with the pre-existing profiles to report any alarm. In contrast, an anomaly-based method models normal behavior and compares incoming traffic for the presence of any deviation [17, 18] . Several information theory-based approaches have been proposed to overcome the problems of both signature and anomalybased detection methods [1, 19] . Information theory allows us to associate an uncertainty measure with a random variable. Entropy is normally used as such a measure because its value depends on the amount of diversity or chaos in the material or data being measured. The joint entropy of a pair of independent random variables equals the sum of individual entropies. Shannon's entropy [20] and Kullback Leibler divergence methods are both effective in detecting abnormal traffic based on IP address distribution statistics or packet size distribution statistics [21] . For any DDoS defense system, the main goals to achieve are as follows: (a) early stage detection and (b) high accuracy, and (c) low false-alarm rate. In general, researchers have had difficulty in achieving these goals within stipulated short-time periods.
In this paper, we propose E-LDAT, a lightweight DDoS flooding attack detection and IP traceback scheme which computes generalized entropy with packet intensity in traffic that is sampled frequently, at short-time intervals. There is no packet marking strategy in the E-LDAT system, thus removing the shortcomings associated with packet marking techniques. We attempt to detect four classes of DDoS flooding attacks [21] , viz., constant rate, pulsing rate, increasing rate, and subgroup attacks based on attack rate dynamics ( Figure 1 ). Both packet traffic and flow levelnetwork traffic are used to analyze our scheme. For DDoS detection, we collect packet level traffic, and at the same time, we collect NetFlow traffic for near real-time analysis. During attack-free periods on our testbed, we observe each sample of traffic and compute the difference between sample pairs using the extended entropy metric (EEM). Once we detect a potential DDoS attack, we start an IP traceback scheme on the NetFlow data using the samples where we found the putative DDoS attack. The approach identifies the IP distribution value with the highest probability, estimated using a discrete probability distribution. Finally, it sends a request to drop the packets at router level if the packets do not belong to the address range for its interfaces. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
We analyze and highlight the advantages of alternate entropy metrics in comparison with basic entropy measures.
We propose E-LDAT, a lightweight EEM based DDoS attack detection scheme that outperforms detection techniques using traditional entropy metrics. We also propose a lightweight IP traceback scheme based on the EEM that can trace true locations of an attacker's machine (i.e., the zombie machines).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work, and Section 3 states the problem. Section 4 describes the proposed scheme along with how we develop the system model for DDoS attack detection and IP traceback. Section 5 presents performance evaluation of our E-LDAT system. Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
RELATED WORK
We first present some basic information about DDoS attacks, and then a few DDoS attack detection and IP traceback schemes. This section discusses these schemes without considering their potential for deployability in real networks.
Distributed denial-of-service attacks
As stated in [22] , a DDoS attack can be defined as an attack that uses a large number of computers to launch a coordinated DoS attack against a single-victim machine or multiple-victim machines. Using client/server technology, the perpetrator is able to multiply the effectiveness of the DoS attack significantly by harnessing the resources of multiple unwitting accomplice computers, which serve as attack platforms. A DDoS attack is distinguished from other attacks by its ability to deploy its weapons in a "distributed" way over the Internet and to aggregate these forces to create lethal traffic. Rather than breaking the victim's defense system for fun or to show prowess, a DDoS attack usually aims to cause damage on a victim either for personal or political reasons, material gain, or for popularity. A taxonomy of DDoS attacks can be found in [2, 21] .
Distributed denial-of-service attacks mainly take advantage of the architecture of the Internet, and this is what makes them powerful. While designing the Internet, the prime concern was to provide for functionality, not security. As a result, over the years, many security issues have been raised, and these are exploited by attackers [2] . A DDoS attack is composed of several elements including (a) a direct DDoS attack, where the attacker sends control traffic directly to the zombies to attack the victim host, and (b) an indirect DDoS attack, where the attacker sends control traffic indirectly to the zombies to compromise the target host. Reflectors are noncompromised systems that exclusively send replies to a request.
There are four basic steps normally taken to launch a DDoS attack. These are selection of agents, compromise, communication, and attack.
(1) Selection of agents. The attacker chooses the agents that will perform the attack. Based on the nature of vulnerabilities present, machines can be compromised to work as agents. Attackers victimize these machines, which have abundant resources, so that a powerful attack stream can be generated. In early years, attackers attempted to acquire control of these machines manually. However, with the development of advanced tools to detect security vulnerabilities, it has become easier to identify these machines automatically and instantly. (2) Compromise. The attacker exploits security holes and vulnerabilities of the agent machines and plants the attack code. Not only that, the attacker also takes necessary steps to protect the planted code from identification and deactivation. Unless a sophisticated defense mechanism is used, it is usually difficult for the users and owners of the agent systems to realize that they have become a part of a DDoS attack system. Another important feature of such an agent system is that the agent programs are very cost efficient both in terms of memory and bandwidth. Hence, they affect the performance of the system minimally. [25] describe several information theoretic measures for anomaly detection. These are the following: entropy, conditional entropy, information gain, and information cost. They test the effectiveness of these measures by using several datasets. Ensembles of classifiers have also been used for DDoS attack detection. The use of an ensemble reduces the bias of existing individual classifiers. An ensemble of classifiers has been used by Kumar and Selvakumar [26] for this purpose, where a resilient back propagation neural network is chosen as the base classifier. The authors focus on improving the performance of the base classifier. The proposed classification algorithm, RBPBoost, combines the output of the ensemble of classifiers and the Neyman Pearson cost minimization strategy [27] for final classification decision. Nguyen and Choi [28] develop a method for proactive detection of DDoS attacks by classifying the network status at a point in time. They break a DDoS attack into phases and select features based on an analysis of real-DDoS attacks. Finally, they apply the k-nearest neighbor method to classify the network status in each phase of DDoS attack detection.
Xiang et al. [1] propose the use of two information metrics for low-rate DDoS attack detection, viz., a generalized entropy metric and an information distance metric. They are used for detection of low-rate DDoS attacks and IP traceback. The scheme is tested on real-life DDoS datasets and shows that the metrics work effectively. An IP traceback scheme based on variations in entropy for DDoS attack is proposed in [16] . The authors observe and store short-term information about variations in flow entropy at the routers. Once the detection algorithm has detected a DDoS attack, it initiates the pushback tracing procedure to find the actual location of attacks. Xiang et al. [29] present a practical IP traceback system called flexible deterministic packet marking (FDPM) that provides a defense system with the ability to find the real sources of attacking packets that traverse through the network. FDPM uses a flexible mark length to make it compatible to different network environments by adaptively changing its marking rate according to the load of the participating router. When FDPM was evaluated using a small amount of real-time data, it was able to find the attack sources effectively.
A method presented by Shiaeles et al. [6] detects DDoS attacks based on a fuzzy estimator using mean packet interarrival times. It detects the suspected host and traces the IP address to drop packets within 3-s detection windows. Yang and Yang [30] present a hybrid IP traceback scheme with efficient packet logging, aiming to achieve zero false positive and false negative rates in attack-path reconstruction. In addition, they use a packet's marking field to sense attack traffic on its upstream routers. Recently, Wei et al. [31] have proposed a rank correlation-based detection algorithm for detecting distributed reflection DoS attacks.
The preliminary simulations show that rank correlationbased detection can differentiate reflection flows from legitimate ones effectively.
Discussion
Even though several DDoS attack detection and IP traceback schemes have been introduced recently, there are many issues that need to be addressed. The following are our observations on DDoS attack detection and IP traceback.
It is important to understand the features of DDoS attacks, but it is more crucial to find effective features to detect an attack. Most published existing schemes are research systems that focus on detecting DDoS attacks with highdetection accuracy or low-false alarms, but often, these methods fail to perform in real time or near real time. Some schemes are composed of several modules [23] that are supposed to work together. However, because of their inability to coordinate quickly and efficiently, the total cost of detection becomes high. Although several information theoretic measures are available [25] , building an adaptive model to detect DDoS attacks by dynamically adjusting different parameters has been difficult.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We define the problem of DDoS detection as follows. The goal is to detect DDoS flooding attacks using a minimal subset of relevant packet features by computing information distance difference between attack traffic and legitimate traffic in real-traffic instances within a relative sample period. It identifies a sample s i to be anomalous if (a) s i 2 S and |E(s i ) -E(s j )| ı 1 , where E is the information distance metric, s i and s j are samples within sampling period S, and ı 1 is the threshold for local entropy variation and
where s i 0 and s j 0 are the relative samples to be compared, and ı 2 is the threshold for global entropy variation.
E-LDAT: SYSTEM MODELING FOR DDOS ATTACK DETECTION AND IP TRACEBACK
In this section, we attempt to model a system for detecting DDoS flooding attacks and IP traceback using the EEM. It works on the following assumptions.
Routers have full control over traffic packets that go into and come out from the router interface. We collect packet and flow level traffic at the victimend when flooding attacks are launched.
We sample the network traffic into 5-min intervals, and during processing, we sub-sample them again into 10-s time intervals.
The architecture of the E-LDAT system is given in Figure 2 . This system is composed of mainly two parts, viz., DDoS attack detection and IP traceback. We define the EEM used in the detection process as follows.
Definition 1. Extended entropy is defined as the sum of all entropies of parts of a system within a time interval.
In the detection scheme, we initially sample the network traffic into t intervals within a total time period T. For each time interval, we compute the discrete probability distribution, packet intensity, and individual entropies for each sample as discussed next. We compute both the local entropy metric difference between legitimate traffic and anomalous traffic, and the global entropy metric difference between legitimate traffic and anomalous traffic. If the global metric difference is found greater than the local variation threshold ı 1 and less than the global variation threshold ı 2 , we mark the sample as attack, otherwise normal. All attack samples are used for IP traceback. We make an attacker IP list and send a request to the router to drop when forwarding the packets to the next level of routers.
Notations used and symbols
The notations and symbols used in this paper are given in Table I .
Distributed denial-of-service attack detection scheme
In information theory, Shannon entropy or simply entropy is a measure of uncertainty in the value of a random variable, and it forms the basis for distance and divergence measurements between probability densities. Larger values of entropy are expected when the information variable is more random. In contrast, the entropy value is expected to be small when the amount of uncertainty in the information variable is small [19] . To quantify the randomness of a system, Renyi [32] introduced an entropy metric of order as a mathematical generalization of Shannon entropy. Let us consider a discrete probability distribution,
Then, the Renyi's entropy of order˛is defined as
where˛ 0,˛¤ 1, p i 0. If the values of p i 's are the same, the maximum entropy value, known as Hartley entropy [33] , is achieved. 
If˛= 2, it is known as collision entropy or Renyi's quadratic entropy.
Finally, when˛! 1, H 1 (x) reaches the minimum information entropy value. Hence, we say that the generalization of information entropy is a non-increasing function of order˛, that is, H˛1 (x) H˛2 (x), for˛1 <˛2,˛> 0. The probability and packet intensity computation are
and
where j = 1, 2, 3, : : : N, where N is the total number of packets within the full time interval T, is the number of packets and n is the total number of smaller intervals 
where t i is the time and f i is the packet intensity for the i th sample. We refer to this metric as the EEM. Based on this analysis of information entropy metric, we consider different probability distributions for legitimate network traffic and attack traffic when detecting DDoS attacks. A flowchart for the proposed attack detection scheme is given in Figure 3 .
To support the proposed scheme, we introduce some definitions and lemmas in the succeeding text. However, flooding attack traffic is generated by using a program; in other words, it is program controlled. So, the variation among the traffic is ultimately limited within a bound. On the other hand, normal traffic variation has no such bound or control, and hence can be extended to a great extent. So, the maximum variation of attack traffic in terms of EEM metric value is always less than the maximum variation for normal traffic. 1 , a 2 , a 3 : : : a S }, the EEM metric value is always larger than the Shannon entropy value.
Definition 2. DDoS flooding attack traffic -Given a traffic sample S collected during a time interval T, a DDoS

Lemma 2. For a DDoS flooding attack traffic sample A = {a
Proof 2. The proof of the aforementioned lemma is trivial from the representations of Shannon entropy and extended entropy given in Equations (3) and (7), respectively. It is evident from the multiplying factor used in Equation (7).
The distributed denial-of-service attack detection algorithm.
The proposed information entropy metric-based DDoS flooding attack detection scheme attempts to detect four categories of DDoS attacks as shown in Figure 1 . In information theory, the value of Shannon entropy in a Gaussian distribution is higher than that of a Poisson distribution [1] . The Renyi's generalized entropy value is lower than the Shannon entropy value when˛> 1. In contrast, the Renyi's generalized entropy value is higher than Shannon entropy when 0 Ä˛Ä 1. But in case of the EEM, the EEM metric value is greater than the Shannon entropy metric value [33] . Hence, we can achieve better detection accuracy and lower false positive rate in the detection of all classes of DDoS flooding attacks. The steps of the proposed scheme are given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 E-LDAT -DDoS flooding attack detection ow to instao
Input: Network traffic X w.r.t. time window T and thresholds ı 1 , ı 2 Output: Alarm information (attack or normal) 1: Initialization: probability p(x i ), packet intensity f i , and sample period T = 0, where i = 1, 2, 3, n, T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , , t N } and N is the number of sub-intervals within the full time interval. 2: Sample the network traffic X received from upstream router R using sampling period T 3: Compute probability distribution p i and packet intensity f i using Equations (5) and (6), respectively, based on traffic features (i.e., sIP, dIP, packet size, etc.) for each sample within T sampling period of i th sample. 4: Compute EEM H˛(x) using Equation (7) for each sample within sampling period T
5: Check against local variation threshold to determine if E il ı 1 and global variation threshold to determine if E ig Ä ı 2 . If both hold true, then generate alarm; otherwise router forwards the packet to the downstream routers. 6: Go to step 2.
The proposed scheme needs a minimum number of parameter computations when detecting DDoS flooding attacks and performing IP traceback. The collaborative detection threshold can be estimated based on the spacing between legitimate traffic and anomalous traffic within the sampling period T for all classes of attacks.
Distributed denial-of-service IP traceback scheme
The IP traceback scheme is used to identify the source of an IP packet without depending on the address in the packet. The source IP address is normally spoofed. We propose an IP traceback and filtering scheme using the EEM to effectively defend against Internet threats. Hop-by-hop IP address tracing is a difficult task, and it takes longer time to follow all possible paths. In order to analyze the IP traceback algorithm, we classify network traffic into two types: in-traffic (I i ) and out-traffic (O i ). I i represents the internal traffic generated from a LAN i . O i represents the sum of local network traffic, which is normally forwarded to the next upstream router (see Figure 4 for details). Algorithm 2 shows the steps of our proposed IP traceback scheme.
Algorithm 2 E-LDAT -DDoS IP traceback
Input: Samples detected as attacks s a , thresholdǑ utput: Attacker IP address list, IP a 1: Initialization: probability P(X), packet intensity f , attack samples s a , and threshold2 : Let R and A be the router and the set of IP addresses, respectively. 3: Compute probability distribution p i and packet intensity f i using Equation (2) and (3) respectively, based on traffic features (i.e., sIP, dIP, packet size, etc.) for each sample within T sampling period of i th sample. 4: Compute extended entropy metric EEM˛(x) using Equation (1) for each distribution and sort them in descending order within a sample. 5: for i 1 to p d do 6: if EEM˛(x i ) ˇthen 7: Add to the set A 8: end if 9: end for 10: Submit a traceback request from set A to the router R and stop forwarding all traffic from those IP(s).
We have developed the algorithm assuming victim-end detection framework. Once DDoS attack is detected, it initiates the IP traceback scheme immediately to find the original source of the attack. In an attack sample, the proposed traceback algorithm computes the EEM for each probability distribution within time interval t i . It checks the difference between all metric values for all distributions; if it is greater than the threshold, it considers the linked IP address as one attack source and adds it to the attacker IP address list A. Otherwise, it goes to the next attack sample. Finally, it sends a request to the router R to stop forwarding packets to the downstream routers from the specific LAN i .
Using our IP traceback algorithm, it is easy to traceback and to find the possible attack paths. As a result, our detection and IP traceback schemes require minimal cost. The traceback scheme also achieves higher accuracy because the traceback scheme uses a binary heap to store its entropy metric values to achieve low-computational cost.
To evaluate the traceback algorithm, we consider the worst case binary attack tree with d branches, a height of h, and a total of z detected zombies. We assume that the zombies are distributed evenly in the network. As stated in Moore et al. [34] , there are a maximum of 31 hops possible between any two ends on the Internet. So, we consider 31 hops for our experiment. The total IP traceback time can be defined as follows:
where z is the number of zombies and delay is the time taken to move between two attack samples.
Complexity analysis
The detection scheme takes O(Tn) time during detection, where T is the time interval and n is the number of instances within a sample. On the other hand, the IP traceback scheme takes O(Tlogn) time to find the attack source.
So, the total time taken is O(Tn) + O(Tlogn) = O(Tn).
The time complexity for the detection scheme is linear w.r.t. the size of the dataset and the number of features. The time complexity of the IP traceback scheme is logarithmic. Thus, our scheme is effective in detecting and IP traceback of DDoS flooding attacks with a low number of false alarms and a low-time complexity.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In our experiments, three different datasets, viz., MIT Lincoln Laboratory [35] , CAIDA DDoS 2007 [36] , and TUIDS DDoS [37] datasets, are used to detect four classes of DDoS flooding attacks as discussed earlier.
The TUIDS DDoS datasets was prepared using our own testbed. The architecture of the TUIDS testbed with a demilitarized zone is shown in Figure 5 . The testbed is composed of five different networks inside the Tezpur University campus. The hosts are divided into several VLANs, each VLAN belonging to an L3 switch or an L2 switch inside the network. The attackers are placed in both wired and wireless networks with reflectors, but the target is placed inside the internal network.
Datasets
The MIT Lincoln Laboratory tcpdump data are used as real-time normal network traffic. The data do not contain any attacks (see Figure 6 for a normal traffic scenario from MIT Lincoln Laboratory). The CAIDA DDoS 2007 dataset has real-time DDoS attack data with four classes of attack scenarios, viz., constant rate, increasing rate, pulsing rate, and subgroup attack (see Figures 7, 8 victim; nonattack traffic has been removed as much as possible. Finally, the TUIDS DDoS dataset also contains several classes of attack scenarios like CAIDA. We use six different attacks for generation and analysis of near real-time DDoS attack detection and IP traceback on our testbed. The list of attacks and generation tools are given in Table II . To generate the TUIDS DDoS dataset, we used two scenarios, viz., agent-handler network and IRC botnet.
In the agent-handler network, the attacker communicates with any number of handlers for exploiting the software agents available on a zombie host and forward the malicious traffic to the victim host. We use Trinity v3, DDoS ping 2.0, Trinoo, and TFN2K attack generation tools to launch four different variants of attacks on our testbed. In IRC botnet, we installed an IRC server on the testbed, where the attackers login to the IRC server and can have the list of agents, through them forward the malicious traffic to the victim host only. We use the LOIC tool to launch these categories of attacks. To prepare the TUIDS DDoS http://sourceforge.net/projects/loic/. dataset at both packet and flow levels, we use GULP for packet capturing, NFDUMP ' and NFSEN k for flow capturing when a real-life DDoS attacks launched on the testbed. The capturing period started at 8:00AM on Monday October, 2012, and continuously ran for exactly 7 days, ending at 8:00AM on Sunday October, 2012. However, like the CAIDA dataset, we considered 300 s of traffic when the attack traffic was launched on the testbed. The packet and flow details collected for a specific 300 s out of 7 days are given in Table III .
Experimental results
We initially sample the network traffic in 10-s windows for each dataset. We identify static IP packets and compute the discrete probability distribution for each sample.
http://staff.washington.edu/corey/gulp/. ' http://nfdump.sourceforge.net/. k http://nfsen.sourceforge.net/. The distribution of destination IP addresses seen in three scenarios: (a) attack traffic, (b) normal traffic, and (c) mixed traffic (containing both normal and attack traffic) are shown in Figures 11, 12 , and 13, respectively. We compute entropy using the EEM for each probability distribution and average them for each sample. To test the E-LDAT system, we compute the EEM of different orders by changing the value of˛and compare with Shannon entropy values within a sampled period for both legitimate traffic and anomalous traffic. Figure 14 presents the value of Shannon entropy and the EEM for different values of order˛, where˛= 0 to 15, and the spacing between legitimate traffic and attack traffic. It demonstrates that the E-LDAT system outperforms the use of Shannon entropy, in detecting DDoS flooding attacks because it obtains significant spacing between legitimate traffic and attack traffic. It also shows that EEM values increase almost linearly with the order˛gradually w.r.t. the traffic rate. To test our scheme globally, we test for each attack class discussed earlier, and the results are given in Figures 15, 16 system outperforms others in detecting DDoS flooding attacks, including reported DDoS attacks. We further compute the detection rate and false positive rate based on samples within a time interval. The results of using our EEM in comparison with the use of Shannon entropy [1] and Kullback-Leibler [1] divergence are given in Figure 21 . Our detection scheme can effectively detect DDoS attacks with low-false alarm rate and also perform well in comparison with competing algorithms [1, 3, 16, 28, 31, 38] .
In the IP traceback scheme, we consider each attack sample obtained from the detection scheme and find entropy values of unique IP addresses using the thresholď . We store each entropy value obtained from a sample in a binary heap. Each path in the heap represents an attack source and counts the number of hops using nodes on a path. We test our scheme using two different datasets (i.e., CAIDA and TUIDS DDoS dataset) in terms of number of hops away from the victim host and false positive rate. Figures 22 and 23 show the experimental results for both datasets. We found better results using the TUIDS dataset. We estimate the cost of our scheme in terms of time taken. Experimental results are given in Figure 24 , where we see that our scheme is better in terms of time needed and has a smaller hop count when it traces the attacker's source compared with Yu et al. [16] and Gulisano et al. [39] .
Analysis of split window size.
The size of the monitoring window is decided based on the time taken for analysis of traffic. Throughout our experiments, we set the optimal split window size as t = 10 s, that is, the sub-sample window size is 10 s. We have experimented exhaustively by varying the window size: t = 2, 5, 10, 12, 15 s, and we have observed that the best possible result is obtained for t = 10 s. The total time T = 300 s for each sample traffic during analysis. Because of the huge amount of traffic, we consider this minimum split window size for analysis and can detect DDoS attacks effectively and quickly. 
Selection of attributes.
Our method is dependent on only three attributes, viz., the source IP address, the destination IP address, and the protocol to identify all possible types of DDoS flooding attacks. We cannot only identify the all types of flooding attacks but also can identify the protocol type that corresponds to the attack. (ı 1 , ı 2 ) analysis.
Threshold
In order to estimate the threshold values, we evaluate the best possible range of values for each threshold heuristically. In our experiments, we used three values for each of ı 1 and ı 2 , where ı 1 is the threshold for local variations and ı 2 is the threshold for global variations. We obtain better results when ı 1 = 0.0280 and ı 2 5 15.6818 in case of the CAIDA DDoS dataset. But in case of the TUIDS DDoS dataset, ı 1 = 0.01935 and ı 2 5 11.2538 produce the best results. To decide the possible range of values for ı 1 and ı 2 , we used sample specific knowledge to evaluate the effectiveness of the values incrementally. In the IP traceback scheme, we use a single parameterˇas the threshold for finding malicious IP addresses within an attack sample.
Information entropy analysis.
We have computed information entropies of order˛= 0, 1, 2, : : : 15 during our experiments. However, we obtain the highest EEM value for˛= 2 and the lowest for = 1, corresponding to Shannon entropy, so the difference between normal and attack traffic is higher than the difference in terms of Shannon entropy. Also, the global difference of EEM values between two consecutive sub-samples is higher than the difference in Shannon entropy.
Peak analysis.
In peak analysis, we consider the highest difference between EEM values for different attacks including (a) constant rate, (b) pulsing rate, (c) increasing rate, and (d) subgroup attack for both CAIDA and TUIDS DDoS datasets. We obtain the following peak values in case of the CAIDA dataset: (a) constant rate, peak value = 6.26, (b) pulsing rate, peak value = 5.74, (c) increasing rate, peak value = 12.72, and (d) subgroup attacks, peak value = 90.01 (Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 dataset, we obtain the following peak values: (a) packet level, peak value = 12.48 and (b) flow level, peak value = 12.51 (Figures 19 and 20) .
Comparison with other relevant work
The E-LDAT system differs from the other similar schemes in the following ways.
(1) Like Xiang et al. [1] , we also use the generalized entropy metric to estimate the spacing between legitimate and attack traffic. However, in addition, we introduce the EEM for effective estimation of the spacing between legitimate and attack traffic. In fact, we found more spacing than Xiang et al. scheme between legitimate and attack traffic. The E-LDAT system achieves spacing 2.64 when˛= 10, which is more than Xiang et al. spacing of 0.51 when˛= 10. Moreover, our IP traceback scheme also performs [42] , we compute the spacing between legitimate traffic and attack traffic using the EEM to detect DDoS attacks and IP traceback. However, the ANN-based scheme [42] achieves 98% accuracy, while we obtain 99.77% accuracy in three different datasets, so our scheme performs better than ANN-based scheme.
Discussion
To detect DDoS flooding attacks, it is useful to do so with a small number of IP traffic features. Normally, a detection scheme may use an approach based on either IP address or IP packet size distribution. An IP address-based method uses IP addresses and computes the information entropy metric by computing the probability of each unique IP appearing in the traffic within a certain time interval. A bigger entropy value represents more randomness among the IP addresses. Based on the distribution of the IP addresses, it estimates the change of information entropy metric difference between legitimate traffic and anomalous traffic. Anomalousness can be identified based on the amount of change. We analyze our scheme using several reallife DDoS attack datasets. Our scheme has the following additional features compared with previously published methods [1, 16, 28, 31, 38, 39, 41, 42] .
The detection scheme can detect anomalous traffic during DDoS flooding attacks with low false-alarm rates and time complexity. The detection scheme uses a small number of IP traffic features for attack detection and IP traceback. The IP traceback scheme can trace the attack source within a short time with a small number of hops. The DDoS attack detection and IP traceback schemes use a small number of parameters.
In this paper, we have introduced an EEM for detecting DDoS flooding attacks as well as IP traceback. The E-LDAT system able to discriminate attack traffic from legitimate traffic based on the spacing between them. The IP traceback mechanism uses the EEM to perform traceback of IPs of zombies based on hop counts and spacing between them in different upstream routers on the testbed.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed a lightweight informationentropy metric known as the EEM that can be used to detect DDoS attacks in several attack scenarios, as discussed throughout the paper. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme works effectively and stably in detecting DDoS attacks. It increases the spacing between legitimate traffic and attack traffic, which is important for DDoS attack detection. It also reduces the false-alarm rate significantly in detecting DDoS attacks. In addition, we have also proposed an EEM-based IP traceback scheme. It uses near real-time IP traffic traces on our testbed network, and experimental results show that the IP traceback scheme can effectively trace all attacks back to the zombie local-area network. Thus, our EEM-based DDoS attack detection and IP traceback system called E-LDAT perform well in comparison with traditional schemes. Currently, we are working towards detection of recently introduced crossfire, coremelt, and distributed amplification attacks.
